SEE SHEET A-2 FOR GENERAL NOTES

CEILING PLAN

REFLECTED CEILING PLAN
SOUVENIR/SOCIETY SALES

1. Walls in attic above ceilings to be painted white each side of walkways. Walls in attic are higher than area below provide access to both sides of area with additional wall in left of wall access to walkways. All walkway barriers: heal all protrusions where tight.

*SEE FINISH SCHEDULE FOR CEILING HEIGHTS AND FINISHES*

CEILING PLAN SYMBOLS

- CAF DOORLIGHT
- FLUORESCENT LIGHT
- EXIT LIGHT
- SUPPLY DUCT
- RETURN DUCT
- EXHAUST FAN
- INTERIOR WAllS
- MOLDING TRIM TO STRUCTURE ABOVE
- REFERENCED AREA

KEY PLAN

- EXTERIOR WALLS
- WINDOW
- DOOR

DIMENSION:
- 2'-0" & 4'-0"

[Field verify panel installation location as to exact distance with some tolerances.]
SEE SHEET A-2 FOR GENERAL NOTES AND PLAN SYMBOLS

JUNCTION ICE CREAM
1/4" = 1'-0" (FOR ELEVATIONS SEE SHEET A-22)

JUNCTION GIFTS
1/4" = 1'-0" (SEE SHEET A-22 FOR ELEVATIONS)